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Background:  

Responses to Covid-19 have invested heavily in science. How this science was used 

is therefore important. Our work extends existing knowledge on the use of science in 

the pandemic by capturing scientific advisers’ experiences in real time.  

Aim:  

Our aim was to present generalizable messages on key qualifications or difficulties 

involved in speaking of ‘following the science’.  

Methods:  

93 interviews with UK scientific advisers and government officials captured their 

activities and perceptions during the pandemic in real-time. We also examined 
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Parliamentary Select Committee transcripts and government documents. This 

material was analysed for thematic content.  

Findings and discussion:  

(1) Many scientists sought guidance from policy makers about their goals, yet the 

Covid-19 response demonstrated the absence of a clear steer, and a tendency to 

change course quickly. (2) Many scientists did not want to offer policy advice, but 

rather to provide evidence, and (3) A range of knowledge informed the UK’s 

pandemic response: we examine which kinds were privileged, and demonstrate the 

absence of clarity on how government synthesised the different forms of evidence 

being used.  

Conclusions:  

Understanding the reasons for a lack of clarity about policy goals would help us 

better understand the use of science in policy. Realisation that policy goals 

sometimes alter rapidly would help us better understand the logistics of scientific 

advice. Many scientists want their evidence to inform policy rather than determine 

the options selected. Since the process by which evidence leads to decisions is 

obscure, policy cannot be said to be evidence-based. 
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evidence-based 
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‘Evidence-informed’ policy is a more feasible aim than ‘evidence-based’ policy 
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How did UK policy making in the Covid-19 response use science? Evidence 

from scientific advisers 

 

Background 

Faced with a pandemic high consequence infectious disease caused by a novel 

pathogen, responses to Covid-19 have invested heavily in science. How this science 

was used is therefore important. Our work extends existing knowledge on the use of 

science in the pandemic (Atkinson et al 2020, WHO 2020) by capturing scientific 

advisers’ experiences in real time. We show how a rhetoric of ‘following the science’ 

or ‘evidence-based policy making’ pays insufficient attention to the meaning of these 

phrases or how they are operationalised. The case of the UK helps us think through 

what it means to use evidence for policy by offering a series of generalizable 

messages to sum up key qualifications or difficulties. First, we find that many 

scientists sought guidance from policy makers about their goals: they wanted to 

focus their work where it will be used. Yet cases like Covid-19 demonstrate the 

absence of a clear steer, and a tendency to change course quickly. Second, we 

show that many scientists did not want to offer policy advice, which suggests that (for 

them) policy could never simply be 'evidence based'. What they wished to provide 

was evidence to inform value-based policy choices. Finally, we note the range of 

knowledge that informed the UK’s pandemic response, examine which kinds were 

privileged, and demonstrate the absence of clarity on how government synthesised 

the different forms of evidence being used.  

In the UK cases were first detected in January 2020: this led to the convening of the 

government’s Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies (SAGE). In March 2020 a 

complete national lockdown was announced. This was released from June 2020 as 

the infection rate fell, but lockdown was reintroduced in September 2020 as 

infections grew again. Restrictions were eased over Christmas but returned until 

gradual release began again in March 2021, by which time vaccination was having 

an impact. 

Existing literature covers topics including governments’ use of science to depoliticise 

policy decisions, what types of science are used and why, and how scientists interact 

with government. On the first of these points, Weible et al (2020) noted that expert 

advice was used ‘to inform and legitimize governments’ choices, especially in high-

stakes situations … experts become part of the rationale of governments’ responses 

and serve as a means to reassure the public’. Flinders (2020) characterised the UK 

government’s rhetoric as a device, by no means unique to the UK, to avoid blame for 

unpalatable decisions such as lockdowns. 

The tendency to use science to depoliticise, or bureaucratise, decisions is 

heightened in the response to pandemics, a situation characterised by Baekkeskov 

and others as a time of ‘powerful experts and hands-off political leaders’ 

(Baekkeskov and Rubin 2014; Rubin, Errett, Upshur, and Baekkeskov 2021). These 
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authors also note some consequences of the scientific uncertainty created by a 

novel pathogen: the need to act despite great uncertainty, rapid learning (including 

the retraction of publications, even in major scientific journals), and an absence of 

consensus about how strong evidence has to be to support policy decisions, an 

issue explored by Lancaster et al (2020).  

Claims that policy is ‘led by the science’ illustrate Kavanagh et al’s (2021) point that 

‘the idea of ‘evidence-based’ policy is itself deeply political’. Others have warned how 

the government’s use of science can be selective (Stevens 2020), and, more 

fundamentally, that science is a source of evidence about ‘what is’, whereas policy is 

about ‘what ought to be’ – since decisions are based on values, which science 

cannot provide (Atkinson 2020). This reaffirmation of the importance of politics as 

societies’ way to manage disagreements about values is at odds with the outlook of 

many scientists, that policies should be determined by scientific evidence and that 

politics is an obstacle to this. 

A second topic in the literature is the types of science used in epidemic responses. 

Salajan et al (2019) reviewed the literature on how evidence supports decision-

making during infectious disease outbreaks. The urgent tasks in a disease outbreak 

are to characterise the risks and identify the most effective management strategies: 

they found that policy makers relied for this principally on epidemiological data and 

mathematical modelling, sometimes without the necessary understanding of their 

limitations. Scientific uncertainty about how the disease will develop (a defining 

feature of pandemics) contributed to contested views about policy choices (though 

Salajan et al might have added that disagreements about values would have 

produced controversy in any case).  

The prominence of mathematical modelling of infection rates, particularly in response 

to different interventions, has drawn much attention. Hine’s independent review of 

the UK response to the 2009 H1N1 pandemic concluded that the emphasis on 

modelling reduced opportunities for contribution by other disciplines (Hine 2010). As 

Boin et al (2020) note, the ‘allure’ of modelling is that it looks authoritative, amid all 

the uncertainty. Leach et al (2021) argued that during Covid-19 ‘the UK government 

has claimed to ‘follow the science’, yet framed ‘the science’ narrowly through 

reliance on risk-based epidemiological modelling’. They perhaps overstated this 

case: behavioural sciences were well represented on SAGE and its behavioural sub-

group on Scientific Pandemic Insights on Behaviours (SPI-B), although it can be 

argued that insufficient weight was given to this advice. 

A third topic in the literature concerns the ways scientists interact with government. 

Previous literature on using science in policymaking discussed ‘evidence-based 

policy making’ and analysed why policy makers were governed by other 

considerations alongside science. The work of Lomas (2000) on the contextual 

influences on policy decision-making is a good example, illustrating the problematic 

assumption that policy should be based on (rather than just informed by) scientific 

evidence. More recent work addresses the political nature of evidence: for example 
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Hawkins and Parkhurst (2016) set out some ‘good governance’ criteria for its use. 

Recent publications by Cairney (2016, 2021), Oliver (2018) and Weible (2020) shed 

more light on the use of evidence. Our present article is an empirically rich 

contribution to a better understanding of the use of evidence in crisis situations using 

data from people involved in the inner workings of the decision-making process. 

Some literature on evidence-based policy making views ‘science’ and ‘policy’ 

analytically as two communities, a view that over-simplifies accounts of their 

interactions. The more recent ‘policy communities’ literature overcomes some of 

these problems, providing more insight into why some experts have more influence 

than others. Oliver and Faul (2018) discuss how these communities are constructed, 

describing them as ‘evidence-policy ecosystems’ where research knowledge is used 

alongside the views of other policy actors. Elsewhere, policy makers are described 

as paying varying attention to different experts based on their resources (for 

example, of relevant knowledge), and their choice of ‘insider’ or ‘outsider’ strategies 

in their approach to government (Jordan and Cairney 2013; Cairney, 2016; Dunlop et 

al., 2018). Cairney (2021) describes the production and use of evidence in this way 

as ‘part of a political process in which the status, power, and strategies of 

participants can matter more than “the evidence”. … scientists often face a stark 

choice: to “speak truth to power” … or follow the “rules of the game” … if they seek 

to inform government policy.’ 

 

Methods  

We used two main sources of data: interviewing, and the evidence of witnesses to 

Parliamentary Select Committees. Beginning in February 2020 we rapidly identified 

interviewees who were involved in the provision of scientific advice to the 

government, using the existing networks of the [anonymised name of wider research 

team]. Speed was essential to capture longitudinal data as early as possible. This 

provided a rare and valuable opportunity to hear individuals’ experiences and 

opinions in real time, and at least partially escape the issue of hindsight bias. We 

secured 93 interviews with ten people (Table 1). Interviews took the form of semi-

structured calls asking them to update us on their activities. Data capture at the 

height of a pandemic was opportunistic: one participant spoke to us almost every 1-2 

weeks until July 2021, the others with lower frequency depending on availability 

during their hectic pandemic work schedules. Consent was obtained before 

interviewing began. Interviews were conducted via telephone or videoconference by 

PA and were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. Interviewees spoke on the 

condition of anonymity and we do not disclose the organisations where they work. 

Those quoted here have agreed to the use of their responses. The study was 

conducted under institutional ethical approval from the University of Liverpool 

Research Ethics Committee (ref. 5465).  
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Table 1 here 

 

Alongside the interview transcripts, we examined Parliamentary Select Committee 

Minutes of Evidence for material from people we were unable to interview, including 

joint chairs of SAGE Patrick Vallance (the government’s Chief Scientific Adviser) and 

Chris Whitty (Chief Medical Officer). This source also included evidence from policy 

makers, a term we define as Ministers, their political advisors, and their most senior 

administrative civil servants (Table 2). We also accessed and analysed key 

government policy documents and official statements. The result is a rich assembly 

of sources reflecting varied points of view, combining public and anonymous 

material. Data from all types of source were coded in NVivo12 Pro to abstract and 

synthesise information. We began from inductive coding, staying close to our data. 

Three themes were then identified as salient in the analysis, drawing too on previous 

literature and discussions with colleagues inside and outside the research team. 

These themes were: scientists’ search for guidance from policy makers about their 

goals, scientists’ reluctance to offer policy advice, and the difficulties of synthesising 

expert input of diverse kinds. 

 

Table 2 here 

 

Findings and Discussion 

This section presents and discusses our findings on each of these themes in turn. 

We examine each theme under different sub-headings. 

 

a) Scientists seeking to understand policy makers’ goals 

Here, we look first at our interviewees’ more general comments about seeking to 

understand policy goals; then give more detail by looking at Reasonable Worst Case 

Scenarios (RWCS); we then note how policy goals became clearer during the 

pandemic, and finally how scientists found unpredictably-timed announcements of 

new policy problematic. 

Problems when the policy goal of Covid-19 response was unclear 

Early in the pandemic, an interviewee told us: 

[policy makers] ‘would say, “what should we do?” And [scientists] say “well 

what do you want to achieve?” And we just go round and round in circles’. 

(Interviewee D, 29 April 2020). 

Previous literature shows that experienced scientific advisers want policy makers to 

communicate the goals of their policies: only then can scientific advisers focus on the 
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areas where policy makers will use their help. Cairney (2021), and Smith et al 

(2021), argue that a more specific and actionable goal than ‘make the pandemic 

stop’, or ‘save lives’ was needed. These scholars set out ranges of possible goals, 

from suppression of the virus by strict lockdown measures to flattening the peak of 

infections to protect health services from being overwhelmed, protecting those most 

vulnerable to infection, minimizing extreme poverty and mitigating economic loss. As 

Smith et al (2021) add, clear and justified goals also provide the basis for allocating 

scarce resources to different elements of the pandemic response (for example who 

gets vaccines first). 

For all these reasons, policy cannot ‘follow the science’ but should rather be 

‘informed by the science’ (Atkinson et al 2020). The Institute for Government’s report 

on science advice in the Covid-19 response cites the report of the Phillips Inquiry 

into Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE) and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) 

in the UK to make the same point (Haddon et al 2020). 

When (and how) were UK goals set? In practice, although a ‘flattening the peak’ 

policy (to avoid a steep spike in hospital admissions that would overwhelm services) 

was announced in mid-March 2020, ministers did not  communicate their priorities to 

science advisers clearly.  

‘The basic strategy – suppression of the virus – was known. But beyond that 

… scientists … often had little idea of what politicians’ objectives were and 

what actions they were prepared to consider taking’. … 

‘[P]articularly in the initial months of the crisis, the questions that came to 

[SAGE] were often poorly formulated. With limited understanding of ministers’ 

thinking, scientists often struggled to answer them. This undermined the 

ability of scientific expertise to feed into political decisions.’ (Haddon et al 

2020)  

Our evidence bears out Haddon et al’s view. Early in the response, advisers reported 

challenges in delivering scientific advice, due to the lack of an overall plan:  

‘we can’t advise what the best next step is, because that is contingent on what 

the overall plan is, and there isn’t one. So it makes it quite hard for us to do 

our job in terms of scientific advice.’ (Interviewee D, 8 April 2020) 

The example of Reasonable Worst-Case Scenarios 

Because of their structured nature, official Reasonable Worst-Case Scenarios 

(RWCS) illustrate especially clearly the problems which arise when policy goals are 

unclear. The UK’s approach to managing ‘civil contingencies’ requires scientific 

advisers and officials to prepare RWCS, which represent the worst plausible 

manifestation of the risk to enable proportionate planning of policy responses (HM 

Government 2020a). Rules for the preparation of RWCS required scientific advisers 

to avoid assuming future policy changes. In a somewhat Kafkaesque way:  
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‘it is the policy that determines the course of the epidemic, and the reasonable 

worst-case has to be policy neutral … if they can’t tell us what the policy is 

then there is no way in which we can model a reasonable worst-case for them 

… if they can’t tell us what the policy is going to be we can’t tell them what is 

going to happen.’ (Interviewee D, 14 October 2020) 

On a number of occasions in 2020, RWCS’s were published and then exceeded, 

only then to be followed by change in policy. Exceeding the RWCS seemed to act as 

a signal that an unpalatable choice could no longer be delayed. Scientific advisers 

started to feel that the RWCS had lost its original role and become a trajectory of 

how infection and death rates were expected to develop: 

‘if that pattern continues then the reasonable worst-case isn’t a reasonable 

worst-case, because basically we go up to it and then the government reacts. 

It actually becomes what the epidemic is going to be.’ (Interviewee D, 14 

October 2020) 

Developments in goal-setting after December 2020 

From December 2020 the Cabinet Office appeared to become better at stating a 

goal and its interaction with scientific advisers became more effective. (No specific 

reason is clear, though changes in personnel probably played a part.) As an input to 

the RWCS, scientific advisers reported they were now permitted to use the 

government’s previous decisions as indications of how it might react next. More 

widely, the Winter Plan (HM Government 2020b) of November 2020 provided a 

longer-term view of the governments plans for the first time: 

‘the Winter Plan, looking forward, the Chief Medical Officer said the other day 

… that they are now looking forward to the end of April [2021], which is a 

huge improvement … thinking about what impact the decisions have now on 

… five months ahead.’ (Interviewee D, 16 December 2020) 

For this interviewee, late 2020 seemed a very significant turning point. Preparation 

began for a ‘Roadmap out of Lockdown’, published on 22 February 2021 (Cabinet 

Office 2021), setting out the actions to be taken in a series of steps, and the tests to 

be met before each could be taken. Indicative dates were provided, though it was 

emphasised that the triggers would be ‘data, not dates’ (Johnson 2021). 

The frustrations of rapidly changing policy 

There are good reasons why policy might need to change rapidly in a situation of 

(scientific) uncertainty. However, scientific advisers found it more frustrating when 

the timing of announcements was driven by the political process. At times, advisers 

reported responding to a request for evidence on a subject, only for policy 

announcements to be made before the work was completed or discussed in SAGE. 

In such cases, how can the government claim to have been ‘guided by the science’? 
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‘a couple of times … we have had a commission one week, got people 

working over the weekend ready for it to go to SAGE on Thursday … And 

over the weekend, while people are working on it, the decision has been 

announced. … that is quite demoralising for the people doing it.’ (Interviewee 

D, 27 January 2021) 

In the modern policy environment of 24-hour news and social media, it is part of 

political accountability in an open society that policy makers will pay attention to this 

kind of ‘news management’, in which shaping public discourse becomes the most 

pressing requirement. We note merely that this situation makes it harder to secure 

good quality science advice.  

 

b) Scientific advisers’ reluctance to give policy advice 

This theme discusses scientific advisers’ concern that policy makers wanted them to 

exceed their advisory role, and then identifies fear of blame for policy decisions as 

one factor. We then look at scientists’ public explanations that their role was to give 

one input to policy alongside others. This theme closes by noting how, later in 2020, 

politicians became more ready to take ownership for policy, while some scientific 

advisers became readier to tell them what policy should be. 

Advisers’ concern at being pressed to decide policy 

At first, policy makers’ failure to set out a policy goal left scientific advisers feeling 

that government wanted SAGE to decide policy. That would exceed SAGE’s terms of 

reference, which say: 

‘SAGE is responsible for ensuring that timely and coordinated scientific advice 

is made available to decision makers to support UK cross-government 

decisions in the Cabinet Office briefing room (COBR). The advice provided by 

SAGE does not represent official government policy’ (SAGE 2020). 

Recommending a policy to government would also contravene longer standing 

guidance: 

‘As well as providing scientific evidence, advisers may be asked to identify 

policy options as part of the advisory process, however the line between 

advising on/identifying policy options and making the decision on the final 

policy must be respected.’ (Government Office for Science 2010). 

In the chaotic first few months of 2020, the government was simultaneously failing to 

give scientists a policy lead about what it wanted to achieve, yet trying to reassure 

the public that it was in control by presenting the steps it took as inevitable 

consequences of scientific advice. There were times when advisers had to filter 

requests, sending back any that were ‘not a scientific question’, and were viewed as 

‘interpretation of a policy question’ (Interviewee C, 30 March 2020). Cairney’s (2021) 

description of a continuum, from ‘minimal’ guidance (helping resolve uncertainties of 
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fact) to ‘maximal’ (helping reduce ambiguity about how to define and solve the policy 

problem), is useful here. Sending back requests viewed as asking advisers to 

interpret a policy question is a clear example of declining to give ‘maximal guidance’.  

Vallance also sought to limit the scope of scientific advice in a national newspaper 

article about the pandemic response in May 2020. He stressed that science advice: 

‘is advice. Ministers must decide and have to take many other factors into 

consideration. In a democracy, that is the only way it should be.’ (Vallance 

2020) 

Using the example of facemasks, one scientific adviser we interviewed described the 

difficulty of separating scientific evidence from other considerations such as the 

constrained availability of personal protective equipment (PPE). Again the emphasis 

is on resolving uncertainty and not going further:  

‘we can say what the evidence is, and point out the weaknesses of that, but 

then we are pushed to give recommendations, … we have to … try to avoid 

giving a recommendation… that is … a political choice, because there are 

much wider concerns, like diverting masks from healthcare workers, or risk 

compensation. … many of these are not scientific, but they are important 

considerations nevertheless. … no, we should interpret the science and give 

the best estimates of what the science is telling us, but the decision and all of 

the other evidence is a policy decision.’ (Interviewee C, 21 April 2020) 

The question of blame  

Linked to this was a concern from scientists not to be blamed for policy makers’ 

decisions: 

‘policies are being very scientific[ally] informed ... But also slightly nervous 

that … these are policy decisions and we are not taking them as scientists 

and it would be unfair if we were blamed for policies that didn’t follow the 

science, or based on scientific uncertainty were implemented and didn’t have 

the desired effect. … we are giving the scientific advice but we are not making 

policy and sometimes that is a little bit blurred.’ (Interviewee C, 21 April 2020). 

One of our interviewees went further, suggesting ministers might even be shifting 

responsibility to scientists for policies which did not ‘follow the science’: 

‘it is absolutely right that government makes policy, that is government’s 

prerogative … but … transparently, either … following scientific advice, or … 

not …. They can do either, but they can’t do both. They can’t make their own 

decisions and say they are following … scientific advice, but not follow 

scientific advice’ (Interviewee A, 6 March 2020). 

 

Telling the public that other factors inform policy besides science 
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When asked by Parliamentary Select Committees how comfortable he was with the 

phrase ‘following the science’, SAGE member John Edmunds responded:  

‘Pretty uncomfortable. It can hide a lot of things. It is pretty apparent that there 

is not one scientific view anyway. It never has been the case that it is just 

following the science. … government have to weigh these things up against 

other things—the impact on the economy being one of the other very 

important aspects. … They have been weighing it all along. … They should 

perhaps be a little more honest and say, “Look, we are doing this.” I think 

maybe they are being a bit more honest about that now’ (House of Commons 

Joint Health and Social Care and Science and Technology Committees 2021)  

Edmunds’ final sentence reflects scientific advisers’ success in resisting the 

‘following the science’ rhetoric. Vallance, and Whitty were instrumental in this. As 

early as March 2020 Vallance told a Parliamentary Select Committee: 

‘I think the government have listened to the advice of SAGE very carefully and 

followed it. Clearly, there are decisions that need to be made by politicians on 

how they want to implement that advice, and those areas are, rightly, political 

decisions and not scientific ones.’ (House of Commons Science and 

Technology Committee 2021). 

Whitty’s gloss on this, in evidence given a year later, was: 

‘The science is part of a decision-making process. It is not the full decision-

making process in these very big, societally very important decisions’ (House 

of Commons Science and Technology Committee 2021). 

The discretion an official like Vallance has to exercise in evidence to a Parliamentary 

Committee is clear in the imprecision of words such as ‘listen’, ‘follow’ and 

‘implement’. We get closer to the relationship between SAGE and policy by looking 

at its procedure. As in previous crises such as BSE and H1N1 influenza, SAGE 

defined its task as to provide an expert consensus on the best scientific evidence. 

SAGE distinguished the ‘evidence’, which it collectively synthesised, from the 

‘advice’, based upon it, which Vallance and Whitty, as government officials, would 

draft (Interviewee D, 8 April 2020). This distinction between ‘evidence’ and ‘advice’ 

dates from, at the latest, the Hine report (Hine 2010).  

The changing position later in 2020 

From about May 2020, Ministers began to move away from simply claiming to follow 

the science (Atkinson 2020). It could be that by this stage they sometimes wished to 

prioritise economic imperatives over epidemiological ones: summer 2020 was a 

period when, according to (then) chief policy adviser Dominic Cummings, Prime 

Minister Johnson was denying that lockdowns worked, and taking steps to release 

the first lockdown with the “plan to rebuild”, which laid out ambitions to reopen the 

economy and society (Cabinet Office 2020, Cummings 2021). By November 2020, 
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Matt Hancock, then Secretary of State for Health and Social Care, was also drawing 

this distinction between spring and summer 2020, telling a Select Committee: 

‘if you are following the science, it implies an automaticity, as opposed to 

ministerial judgment, taking into account all of the effects based on the 

science. That is a truer reflection of what we do. … in the period that you are 

talking about [early March 2020], we absolutely … followed the scientific 

advice … and based our decisions on that. My point about saying that the 

better phrase is to be guided by the science is that there are times when that 

was not the case’ (House of Commons Joint Health and Social Care and 

Science and Technology Committees 2021) 

 

By September 2020, many scientific advisers were frustrated that the government 

was not accepting the epidemiological case for a second lockdown. Here we see 

them taking a different view to their earlier preference for what Cairney labels 

‘minimal guidance’. They now tried to persuade policy makers to take stronger 

measures such as a ‘circuit breaker’ lockdown, by: 

‘writing one-page summaries and policy papers and trying to get a message 

to land that we’re actually where we were in late February early March and 

that we didn’t want to be back in the same position again.’ (Interviewee D, 23 

September 2020) 

To sum up the theme of scientists’ reluctance to give policy advice, the large amount 

of public discourse, for instance in Committee hearings, about the idea of ‘following 

the science’, itself indicates that the government’s early use of the term was a 

discursive choice with important implications. Cairney’s work (2021) on the early 

period of SAGE’s involvement with Covid-19, using his distinction between minimal 

and maximal guidance, helps to show what was at stake. He concludes that, during 

that period, SAGE’s advice ‘underpinned how ministers defined the policy problem’, 

with ‘a major impact on the initial substance of policy and timing’. Our interviewees 

said they did not want this: that they were much more comfortable confining 

themselves to the task of diminishing uncertainty. Certainly their public statements 

recorded here (such as Vallance’s and Whitty’s) push back against the argument 

that scientists could decide policy. And yet some did indeed advocate particular 

policy options, such as a ‘circuit breaker’ lockdown in autumn 2020. It seems that 

‘minimal’ was their considered preference, but some resorted to ‘maximal’ guidance 

in a short-term crisis of rising infection rates, a position defended on ethical grounds 

by Birch (2021). 

 

 

c) Disparate kinds of science and the problem of synthesis 
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This theme discusses our evidence about what kinds of knowledge were used and 

which were privileged, before turning to the difficulty of synthesising these and the 

solution adopted by the government in the Covid-19 response. 

The different types of useful ‘science’ and ‘knowledge’ 

An effective pandemic response has to draw on knowledge of many kinds. Which of 

these society treats as ‘science’, and in what ways that privileges such knowledge 

over other knowledge, is important. It matters what we choose to treat as science, 

because of science’s privileged status. The UK response was inevitably shaped by 

the UK’s existing science policy and political culture, which emphasise the biological, 

physical and mathematical, over the social sciences (with the humanities nowhere). 

In any emergency, UK government turns for academic advice first to the numerate 

disciplines. Cummings’ enthusiasm about being advised on coronavirus (and other 

challenges) by ‘a smart physicist’ is one illustration (Cummings 2021). This emphasis 

on quantification and what are (revealingly) called the ‘hard sciences’ has benefits: 

for example, RWCS based on modelling are valuable (though they can be 

misunderstood or misused).  

However, it also limits the influence of advice from valuable ‘soft’ sciences such as 

the behavioural sciences. Reflecting recent pre-coronavirus trends in UK 

policymaking, such as the creation of a Behavioural Insights Team in the Cabinet 

Office in 2011, behavioural sciences are present in SAGE and have their own sub-

group (SPI-B). However, the advice of behavioural scientists has influenced 

government decisions less than that of the modellers and infectious disease 

specialists. For example, their advice to make compliance with lockdown easier for 

the worst-off by increasing financial compensation to those required to self-isolate at 

home, and to emphasise rewarding compliance over punishing non-compliance, 

have not been reflected in government policy.  

There is at times a fairly problematic assumption that SAGE and its use of evidence 

are, since they represent ‘science’, somehow bias-less and purely objective 

representations of reality. For example, one interviewee told us that science advisers 

on SAGE and its sub-groups are there to:  

‘generate unfettered and pure evidence, and it then goes to a different group 

of people to then weigh up the different evidence and say we are going to do 

X rather than Y’ (Interviewee E, 28 October 2020),  

while another spoke of what science is ‘telling us’, as though it spoke unequivocally. 

Most of our interviewees thought that the proper role of SAGE was: 

‘to give the science advice, not to make the decision and not to give economic 

advice.’ (Interviewee K, 13 October 2020) 

We consider the relationship between scientific advice and economic advice in the 

next section. 
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How different forms of knowledge are synthesised  

The UK government acknowledges that science does not give policy solutions, but 

rather, ‘gives you a range of issues and evidence on which you need to take a 

broader decision’ (Interviewee G, 28 October 2020). For those decisions it also uses 

evidence from elsewhere:  

‘The government understands the importance of considering a range of 

relevant evidence and factors in all its decision-making in relation to the 

pandemic. This has been its approach throughout. Alongside the views of the 

scientific community, … [it] has also undertaken significant wider analysis and 

evaluation to inform decisions.’ (Department of Health and Social Care 2021) 

In the words of a SAGE member: 

‘there is multidisciplinary science on SAGE, but questions about societal 

preferences and economic questions are not represented on SAGE, and of 

course they are huge aspects of making the decision.’ (Interviewee D, 16 April 

2020) 

Policy makers interpret and weigh up a range of sometimes contradictory voices. It 

has been hard to see the mechanisms for achieving this synthesis. Where (for 

instance) does economics come in? We have seen how Whitty and Vallance distil 

advice out of SAGE’s consensus about the evidence. That advice goes into the 

central government machinery for emergency response: the Cabinet Office, including 

its Civil Contingencies Secretariat, and COBR with its ministerial committees. These 

coordinate policy for the UK government (Cabinet Office 2012). These central policy 

making processes considered many different inputs to the Covid-19 response 

alongside Whitty and Vallance’s advice. 

Our sources were aware of, and responded to, the view that SAGE could integrate 

economic evidence with scientific evidence. After all, economists take part in the 

Welsh Government’s Technical Advisory Group (TAG), an approximate equivalent of 

SAGE (Welsh Parliament 2020), so why not also in England? One interviewee 

described how the Welsh TAG benefited from careful selection of members so that 

all the necessary expert disciplines were present, alongside government officials 

(Interviewee D, 18 November 2020).  

Some of the discussion about whether to use economics in SAGE suffers from 

eliding two different things: a capacity to synthesise evidence about economic 

matters (which appears to serve the Welsh TAG well), and the incorporation of 

economic concerns in policy making, for example weighing the effects on 

employment or public spending in choosing between options: 

‘You know, [SAGE] come out and lay everything as open and transparently as 

we can, and then Treasury looks at their secret book and says ’oh no, we 

can’t afford that’. Without actually sharing what it is that they have done.’ 

(Interviewee D, 28 October 2020) 
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Whatever their reasoning was, we observe that the most senior participants backed 

the government view that economic input of any kind should occur within 

government, not at SAGE. This illustrates Cairney’s argument (2021) that, to 

become insiders, experts have to operate by the rules of the policy makers’ game: 

‘it is inappropriate for SAGE to be the place where all economic advice gets 

integrated with the health advice … we have been very clearly instructed that 

the economic impact of this sits in [the Treasury]. [The Treasury] looks at the 

economic impact. Therefore we do not look at the economic impacts and we 

are not mandated to’ (House of Commons Science and Technology 

Committee 2021). 

The question of where economics might be integrated is linked to the question of 

transparency, as Interviewee D’s comment above shows. This is because SAGE 

evidence on Covid-19, unlike SAGE evidence in earlier emergencies, began to be 

published almost in real time from March 2020, unlike most other inputs to policy. 

Those who would like to see greater transparency therefore favour the incorporation 

of more kinds of evidence within SAGE’s work. Government resists this: when a 

Parliamentary committee asked Matt Hancock why crucial advice (including 

economic) is not published in the same way as SAGE papers, he responded:  

‘I think it is reasonable for Cabinet Committees to [receive] papers by the civil 

service … on which they make decisions, that are not fettered by the thought 

that they may soon be published. It is a long-standing convention of how you 

run government that there has to be a protected space for decision making … 

I see the Cabinet papers for the economic assessment, and I think it is 

reasonable that they should be written without the expectation of imminent 

publication’ (House of Commons Joint Health and Social Care and Science 

and Technology Committees (2021). 

 

This restates the UK constitutional position that officials’ advice to Ministers is 

confidential. Adding economists to SAGE would not alter it, and would not make 

public the Treasury’s additional sources of economic evidence, or the ways all this 

evidence affected policy decisions. To sum up the discussion of evidence synthesis, 

it is important not to let the relative visibility of SAGE and science make us think that 

this is all of the advice government is using: there are many other elements. It is, as 

normal in policy making, unclear how they are synthesised.  

 

 

Conclusions 

The strength of this study lies in the unique access we had in real time to a group of 

ten key scientific advisers, as their experiences and views of the Covid-19 response 

developed. On the other hand, these interviewees needed to be given anonymity, 
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making it harder to situate their evidence in context. A wider pool of advisers could 

have given additional perspectives. We approached Ministers, their political advisors 

and their senior officials for interviews but they were unavailable. Their views are 

represented here by their public statements.  

We have three main conclusions, each with implications beyond the context of the 

Covid-19 response. First, experienced scientific advisers do not produce findings 

and then seek a policy audience for them. Rather, they know that they operate in 

policy communities, where their influence depends on delivering immediately useful 

knowledge: material that helps policy makers achieve their goals. Therefore they 

seek to understand what those goals are. More work on the reasons for a lack of 

clarity about policy goals would help us better understand the use of science in 

policy. A realisation that policy goals sometimes alter rapidly would help us better 

understand the logistics of scientific advice. 

Second, the influence over policy which scientific advisers seek can vary, from 

diminishing the uncertainty (the ‘minimal’) to re-framing the problem and the options 

(the ‘maximal’), or even to advocating one option. We found a range of behaviour, of 

which the most frequent, and the most interesting, because less expected, was the 

reluctance to do more than inform policy by reducing uncertainty. Our interviewees 

rarely wanted to advocate one policy option over another. If our interviewees wanted 

evidence-based policy making, then it was in this limited sense, better described as 

‘evidence-informed’. 

Finally, we have shown that, despite the greater transparency of SAGE’s work since 

2020, it remains very unclear how scientific advice is combined with other kinds of 

evidence and leads to the making of policy. Those who want to see ‘evidence-based’ 

policy can take little comfort from the Covid-19 experience: evidence is still 

processed in non-transparent ways, from which policy emerges. Measures taken, 

such as publication of SAGE papers, or discussed, such as considering economic 

evidence at SAGE, do not change this. Those who want to see ‘evidence-informed’ 

policy, however, at least have the satisfaction that scientific evidence has become 

more visible. Accordingly, deductions about how far it has informed policy have 

become easier. 
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Table 1: interview participants and interview details 

Interviewees Number of interviews (date range) 

A 4 (06.03.2020 – 03.06.2020) 

B 7 (17.02.2020 – 14.07.2020) 

C 5 (28.02.2020 – 02.07.2020) 

D 54 (26.03.2020 –22.07.2021) 

E 1 (28.10.2020) 

F 6 (28.02.2020 – 26.11.2020)  

G 1 (28.10.2020) 

H 13 (04.03.2020 – 14.08.2020) 

J 1 (09.10.2020) 

K 1 (13.10.2020) 

 

 

Table 2: UK House of Commons Select Committee inquiries and witnesses used as 

data sources 

Committee 

and inquiry 

Date of 

evidence 

Witness Role in scientific 

advisory/decision 

making 

Affiliation 

Science and 

Technology 

committee 

inquiry ‘UK 

Science, 

Research 

and 

Technology 

Capability 

and 

Influence in 

Global 

Disease 

Outbreaks’ 

(2021) 

25.03.2020 Neil 

Ferguson 

SAGE and SPI-M  Director, MRC Centre for 

Global Infectious Disease 

Analysis, Imperial 

College 

Patrick 

Vallance 

Government Chief 

Scientific Adviser  

UK Government 

16.04.2020 James 

Rubin 

SPI-B  Reader in the Psychology 

of Emerging Health 

Risks, King’s College 

London 

Graham 

Medley 

SAGE & Chair of 

SPI-M  

Professor of Infectious 

Disease 

Modelling, London 

School of Hygiene and 

Tropical Medicine 

  

File containing both Tables



 03.11.2020 Patrick 

Vallance 

Government Chief 

Scientific Adviser  

UK Government 

Chris 

Whitty 

Chief Medical 

Officer  

UK Government 

09.03.2021 Patrick 

Vallance 

Government Chief 

Scientific Adviser  

UK Government 

Chris 

Whitty  

Chief Medical 

Officer  

UK Government 

Joint Health 

and Social 

Care and 

Science and 

Technology 

Committees 

inquiry 

‘Coronavirus: 

lessons 

learned’ 

(2021) 

21.10.2020 Clare 

Gardiner 

Director Joint 

Biosecurity Centre  

UK Government 

John 

Edmunds 

SAGE, SPI-M  Professor at London 

School of Hygiene and 

Tropical Medicine 

Mark 

Woolhouse 

SPI-M  Professor of Infectious 

Disease Epidemiology at 

University of Edinburgh 

04.11.2020 Kate 

Bingham 

Chair, UK 

Government 

Vaccine Taskforce  

UK Government 

24.11.2020 Matt 

Hancock 

Secretary of State, 

DHSC  

UK Government 

Patrick 

Vallance 

Government Chief 

Scientific Adviser  

UK Government 

Chris 

Whitty 

Chief Medical 

Officer  

UK Government 

26.05.2021 Dominic 

Cummings 

former chief adviser 

to the Prime 

Minister 

UK Government 

10.06.2021 Matt 

Hancock 

Secretary of State, 

DHSC  

UK Government  

Liaison 

Committee  

23.05.2020 Boris 

Johnson 

Prime Minister  UK Government 

 


